The thermal denaturation of hen egg-white lysozyme was studied in the presence of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) at various pH values using micro differential scanning calorimetry. Quantitative thermodynamic parameters accompanying the thermal transitions were evaluated. It is observed that thermal unfolding of lysozyme in the presence of TFE upto a concentration of 4.0 mol dm follows a two-state denaturation mechanism as indicated by the equality y3 of van't Hoff and calorimetric enthalpies. The finer details of interaction were studied by measuring the partial molar volume of some constituent amino acids and glycine peptides from water to aqueous TFE at 298.15 K. The physicochemical properties of aqueous TFE: apparent molar heat capacities, apparent molar volumes and surface tension were measured to understand the intrinsic properties of the cosolvent as well. From the correlation among the thermal unfolding data on lysozyme in aqueous TFE, calculated preferential interaction parameters, physico chemical properties of aqueous TFE and partial molar volumes of transfer, it is concluded that both solvent mediated effect and direct interaction constitute the mechanism of TFE-protein interactions.
Introduction
The trapping and characterization of the partially folded states is essential in elucidating the question of how a linear chain of amino acid of protein folds itself to the three-dimensional unique configuration. 2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol (TFE) was first used w1x in 1962, to generate these partially folded states. Ever since then, use of this alcohol has been extensive because of its efficiency to generate the partially folded states of proteins w2-5x, amongst which, many are molten globule w6-8x which are found as intermediates in the protein folding pathways w9x. All the normal and substituted alcohols have been observed to generate these partially folded states by helix induction w10,11x. Not only helical structures, but also the TFE were found to stabilize b-sheets and bhairpins w12x. In view of the above facts it is important to understand the mechanism by which TFE generates partially folded states in proteins.
There are some common points in the action of TFE with proteins. TFE does not induce secondary structures indiscriminately, rather the regions in the polypeptide chain or proteins that are helical in the native state or have a strong sequence propensity to adopt helical comformation are stabilized preferentially w13x. Aqueous TFE at 5-15 mol% has been reported to produce similar results for a variety of physicochemical phenomena, including helicity in polypeptides w14x. At very high concentrations of TFE, the influence of the hydrophobic trifluoromethyl group increases the hydrophobic exposure, disrupting the tertiary structure w15x. At high concentrations of TFE (above 40%) the composition of the solvent becomes less like bulk water and more like bulk alcohol. The mechanism proposed for the helix inducing ability of TFE is either helix stabilization by direct binding of TFE to the peptides w16-19x or in which the effect of TFE is solvent mediated, i.e. by causing some changes in the surrounding solvent, which in turn affect the protein structure in water w14,20x. Thus the mode of interaction of TFE with proteins is not yet clear and requires an experimental proof.
Keeping this in mind, we attempted to explore the thermal unfolding of protein in the presence of TFE and the mechanism of TFE interaction with protein. The protein chosen was hen eggwhite lysozyme (hew lysozyme) as it is well characterized with known amino acid sequence and well established crystal structure w21x. The interaction of TFE with lysozyme has been studied qualitatively by spectroscopic approach, w2,8,22-24x and there is a need to obtain quantitative data on the thermal unfolding of the protein in presence of TFE. To study the finer details of interaction of TFE with proteins, it is also necessary to understand the physicochemical properties of water-TFE mixture and its interaction with the constituent groups of the protein as the macromolecule itself is complex. The apparent molar volumes of some amino acids and peptides in aqueous 1 mol dm TFE were determined and their partial y3 molar volumes of transfer from water to 1 mol dm TFE were calculated. Apparent molar heat y3 capacities and apparent molar volumes of TFEwater mixture were determined over a wide range of molality and temperature. The surface tension of aqueous TFE was determined at 298.15 K. Lastly, the results on thermal denaturation of lysozyme in the presence of TFE, apparent molar heat capacity and apparent molar volume of aqueous TFE, volume of transfer of some amino acids and peptides from water to 1 mol dm TFE and y3 surface tension of TFE have been correlated to discuss the mode of interaction of TFE with proteins.
Experimental methodology

Materials
Hen egg-white lysozyme, glycine, L-serine, Laspartic acid, L-valine, L-lysine, diglycine, triglycine and 2,2,2-triflulroethanol of the best available purity grade were purchased from Sigma Chemical Company, USA and used without further purification. The mass fraction purity of TFE checked by gas chromatography was 0.99. A Sartorius BP 211D digital balance of readability "0.01 mg was used for the mass measurements. The moisture content in the alcohol, amino acids and peptides was determined by Karl Fischer titration and dry weights of the samples were corrected wherever necessary. The temperature of the balance, atmospheric pressure and humidity in the laboratory were determined daily, which were used to calculate the density of air with the formulae given by Jones w25x. The water used for preparing solutions was double distilled followed by de-ionization by passing it through Cole-Parmer Research Ion Exchanger and degassed before preparing solutions for calorimetric, densimetric and surface tension measurements.
Differential scanning calorimetry
The thermal denaturation experiments were carried out on a micro DSC from SETARAM, France. The heat capacities of aqueous TFE prepared in de-ionized and degassed water were also measured on a micro differential scanning calorimeter employing the sealed vessels of 1 cm volume.
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The instrument has a heat capacity resolution of 5=10 of the absolute value. In order to miniy5 mize the vapor space in the measuring cell, the level of the liquid was always kept at approximately 98% of the total volume of the cell. The weights of the sample and reference cell with or without the liquid of interest were always matched to -0.1 mg. The apparent molar heat capacities of aqueous TFE in the molality range of 0.08709-5.25634 mol kg were determined on DSC at a y1 scant rate of 12 K h from 298.15 to 328.15 K.
y1
The method of calculation of heat capacity from the instrumental output has been described earlier w28x.
Densimetry
The measurements of densities were done on a DA 210 digital densitometer purchased from Kyoto Electronics, Japan. A Julabo constant temperature circulator was used to control the temperature of the densitometer cell. The temperature stability of the water around the cell was "0.01 K. The calibration of the densitometer was checked daily by measuring the values of apparent molar volume of aqueous sodium chloride and comparing with the literature values w29x, which had an excellent agreement. The values of apparent molar volume of aqueous TFE were determined at 283.11, 288.11, 298.15 and 308.19 K over a wide range of molality of the alcohol (0.02364-1.04597 mol kg ). The values of apparent molar volume of y1 amino acids and glycine peptides in 1 mol dm y3 TFE were determined at 298.15 K. The method of operation of the densitometer and calculation of the apparent molar volume from density data has been described earlier w28x.
Surface tension measurements
Surface tension measurements of TFE-water mixtures were carried out by the drop weight method w30x. A Cole-Parmer constant temperature circulator was employed to circulate water through the glass jacket around the stalagmometer for achieving the desired temperature. The control of the temperature thus obtained was within "0.02 K. For surface tension measurements, the molality range of the alcohol covered was from 0.10002 to 2.02139 mol kg at 298.15 K. The thermal denaturation of lysozyme in presence of TFE was studied as a function of pH to examine the charge effect on the alcohol-protein interactions. The thermodynamic parameters accompanying the thermal transitions are given in Table 1 .
With an increase in pH from 2.4 to 4.0, the denaturation temperature of lysozyme varies nonlinearly in the absence and presence of TFE (Fig.  1) . These pH values were chosen because above pH 6.0 lysozyme oligomerises. Since the transition temperature changes with change in pH, the extent of abstraction and release of protons to the amino acid side chains of the protein (Dn) was calculated
The table and figure number with prefix S are given in 1 the supporting information section. The calculated values of Dn are given in Table 2 .
When the native protein denatures, its surface changes its character, hence the preferential solvation of the macromolecule by the surrounding solvent also changes. Preferential solvation is a purely thermodynamic characteristic of the interactions of a macromolecule with solution components, which can be calculated by measuring the changes of this quantity for conformational transitions in proteins. The denaturational change in the preferential solvation parameter (DG ) of 23 component 2 (protein) by component 3 (cosolvent) was calculated by using the following equation w32x:
where G and G are the preferential solvation D3 N3 parameters of the protein by alcohol in the denatured and native state, respectively. Here x and a are the mole fraction and activity of TFE, respectively. The maximum mole fraction of TFE in this study was 0.085, hence the activity coefficient was considered to be unity at this low concentration. The plot of DG as a function of TFE concentra-23 tion is given in Fig. 2b at three different pH values.
Apparent molar volumes of amino acids and peptides in 1 mol dm TFE y3
To understand the fine details of the interaction of TFE with the constituent groups of the protein, we have determined the partial molar volumes of transfer of some amino acids and peptides from water to 1 mol dm TFE at 298.15 K. The y3 densities and apparent molar volumes of amino acids, glycine, L-serine, L-valine, L-lysine and Laspartic acid at 298.15 K are presented in Table  S1 . The reason for choosing these amino acids is their diverse nature. Glycine is the simplest of the amino acids. Serine is a polar amino acid due to the presence of -CH OH group. Valine is hydro-2 phobic due to -CH(CH ) group, lysine is posi-3 2 tively charged with a long hydrophobic chain attached to it and aspartic acid is negatively charged with one -CH group, making it less 2 hydrophobic than lysine or valine. In the case of serine and valine no clear molality dependence in the values of the apparent molar volume was observed, hence their average was taken as the partial molar volume. However, for the other amino acids and peptides studied, the apparent molar volume V was found to be a linear
function of the molality over the molality range studied. In these cases, the values of standard partial molar volume V were obtained by least- respectively. The values of partial molar volume of transfer of amino acids and peptides from water to 1 mol dm TFE were calculated as below:
2,m and the corresponding transfer parameters are given in Table 3 . The partial molar volumes of the amino acids and glycine peptides in water were taken from literature w34x. Since the partial molar volume or the infinite dilution apparent molar volume is free from the solute-solute interactions, V (tr) provides the information regarding soluteo 2,m solvent interactions.
Physico chemical properties of aqueous TFE
In order to understand the cosolvent-protein interaction, it is further important to understand TFE in water was observed in the studied molality range.
The partial molar volume and partial molar heat capacity data were fitted to Taylor expansion and the fitting coefficients are given in Table 5 . Assuming the validity of group additivity scheme and using the following equation,
the contribution of yF to the value of C was o p,2,m The values of excess partial molecular volume, y at various temperatures are given in Table 6 . increases with an increase in the temperature, y has been found to be negative remaining o 2,ex almost constant in the temperature range studied. The results on surface tension measurements of aqueous TFE are given in Table S3 and plotted in Fig. 3a . It is seen from Fig. 3a that the surface tension of aqueous TFE decreases non-linearly with increasing concentration of the alcohol. Therefore, slope of the plot was obtained by measuring the tangent as a function of alcohol concentration.
Discussion
Differential scanning calorimetry of lysozyme in presence of TFE
The thermal transitions of lysozyme were reversible and the average b value (ratio of van't Hoff to calorimetric enthalpy) in all the experiments of TFE is pH independent (Fig. 2a) . It is because at three different pH values lysozyme has different T in the native state but the relative lowering of 1y2 transition temperature by TFE is same. This indicates that the charge on lysozyme in general is not affecting the destabilizing capability of TFE. It is observed in Table 2 that at a particular pH, the Dn values at all the concentrations of TFE are same, suggesting that the effect of increasing concentration of TFE does not influence abstraction or release of proton in the amino acid residues of lysozyme. However, at different pH and in same concentration of TFE the extent of abstraction or release of proton changes. But this effect is not significant since DT remains the same. The 1y2 possible explanation may lie in the observation that the number of charged amino acid residues in lysozyme is only 18% of the total 129 amino acid residues of lysozyme. Hence charge effect does not play an important role in its interaction with TFE, and the ionization constants of the amino acid side chains do not vary appreciably under the studied concentration range of TFE. The buffers used here do not modulate experimental observations appreciably because the enthalpies of ionization of glycine-HCl and acetate-acetic acid w38x are 4.0 and 0.41 kJ mol , respectively, which are y1 very small compared to the enthalpies of denaturation of lysozyme (Table 1) . Also, the ionization effects of the groups of lysozyme being titrated in this pH range are partly compensated by ionization effects of glycine and acetate buffers w39x. Hence no corrections were applied to the observed enthalpies to reflect buffer ionization heats caused by these proton transfers. The values of DG were found to be positive 23 ( Fig. 2b) indicating that unfolding of the protein leads to a state with a larger affinity to component 3 (additive) than that in the native state. From the figure it is clear that the denaturational change in the preferential solvation of the protein is independent of the pH, supporting the calorimetric results that the charge on the protein does not affect its interaction with TFE appreciably. Properties of the water molecules in the hydration co-sphere of the solute depend upon the nature of the solute species. TFE is approximately four times larger than a water molecule. The presence of -CF group indicates a degree of hydrophobic 3 character that is supported by much lower solvation free energy of methane in TFE compared to water. It is also reported that inductive effect of the fluoro substituents increases the acidity of the hydroxyl proton in comparison with ethanol, thus making it a better hydrogen bond donor but a poorer hydrogen bond acceptor w42x. The types of interactions that can occur between TFE and the amino acids and peptides can be classified as: (i) hydrophilic-ionic group interactions between -OH group of the alcohol and the polaryzwitterionic centers of the amino acids or peptides, (ii) hydrophilic-hydrophilic group interactions between the -OH group of TFE and -CONH group of the peptides, (iii) hydrophobic-ionicyhydrophilic group interactions between -CF group of TFE 3 and polaryzwitter ionic centers of the amino acids or peptides or with the -CONH group of the peptides, (iv) hydrophobic-hydrophobic group interactions between -CF group of TFE and the 3 non-polar -CH groups of the amino and peptides. -OH group of the alcohol, the structure breaking tendency of the ions and hence the electrostriction of the solvent caused by these ions are reduced. Hence, some water molecules go back to their normal structure leading to an increase in volume. Also, the direct interactions between the zwitterionic and hydroxy groups via hydrogen-bonded network of water also contribute positively to the volume. Interactions of type (ii) also make a positive contribution to V (tr) since the overlap o 2,m of the hydration cospheres of -OH and -CONH groups should lead to an increase in the magnitude of the hydrogen-bonding interactions. However, the interactions between the hydrophobic -CF 3 and zwitterionic or -CONH groups leads to a decrease in V (tr) values because of reduction of o 2,m water structure that is formed around these groups as a result of their cosphere overlap.
Apparent molar volumes of amino acids and peptides in 1 mol dm TFE and their partial
The V (tr) values for glycine and serine from o 2,m water to 1 mol dm TFE are found to be similar. value of the amino acids is either very small within the standard deviation or negative. The experiments were done with diglycine and triglycine to study the effect of aqueous TFE on the peptide bonds. It is seen in Table 3 that the volume of transfer increases from glycine to diglycine to triglycine. The interaction of the -OH group of alcohol with the peptide group dominates over the hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions between the increased -CH groups in the peptide 2 and the -CF group of alcohol, leading to more compared to diglycine and glycine. The results on glycine peptides indicate that aqueous TFE forms a cosolvent system in which the exposed peptide groups have a tendency to interact favorably with the -OH group of the alcohol. The enhanced preferential interactions of the hydrophobic groups in the denatured state of the protein with the hydrophobic -CF group of TFE, and between the 3 peptide groups of the protein with the -OH groups of the alcohol shifts the Native|Denatured equilibrium to the right, thus lowering the thermal stability of the protein.
Physico chemical properties of aqueous TFE and correlation to thermal unfolding of lysozyme
The value of apparent molar heat capacity (C ) and apparent molar volume (V ) gives given temperature. Aggregation of TFE molecules in TFE-water mixtures has been observed by Xray scattering and NMR experiments w44,45x. The degree of aggregation is also reported to be composition-dependent with a maximum of approximately 0.1 mole fraction of TFE w45x. The fall in the apparent molar heat capacity of the aqueous TFE beyond 1.57806 mol kg can be assigned to y1 the increase in the association of TFE in water.
The relative light-scattering intensities of aqueous TFE were measured at a scattering angle of 908 by Gast et al. w7x . They observed that up to a mole fraction of 0.056, the scattering intensity does not change appreciably. It was suggested that TFE-water mixtures at 293 K behave like ideal solutions up to a mole fraction of 0.056. The highest mole fraction of aqueous TFE used in volumetric measurements is 0.010; hence a concentration independent behavior of aqueous TFE is consistent with their observations. Quantitative information on hydration of solutes can be obtained from the thermal expansion of aqueous solution using the following equation, this qualitative classification is useful to distinguish between the ionic or polar solutes and for those in which hydrophobic hydration is dominant w46x. Arguments based upon 'structure making' and 'structure breaking' have contradictory reports w47,48x. Since the partial molar volume data fits well to the linear equation (correlation coefficient, Rs0.977), the value of (≠ V y≠T ) is negligi-2 o 2 2,m p bly small. Fitting the volumetric data to second degree polynomial did not improve the standard deviation. Therefore it can be concluded that aqueous TFE's structure altering the ability does not vary appreciably with the change in temperature.
The y ( it further strengthens our conclusion from the negligibly small (≠ V y≠T ) results that the 2 o 2 2,m P water structure making ability of TFE does not vary appreciably in the studied range (283.11-308.19 K) of temperature. When the system is at equilibrium, the surface chemical potentials of all components must be equal to their chemical potentials in the bulk phase. If the surface tension of the solvent is perturbed by the addition of a component, its concentration in the surface layer must differ from that in the bulk solution. It has been observed that alteration in the surface tension of water in the presence of co-solvents of varying properties plays a major role in the stabilization of proteins in aqueous solutions and their preferential hydration. Timasheff w49x has shown that several compounds that raise the surface tension of water, lead to preferential exclusion of the co-solvent from the surface of the protein. Preferential exclusion is the depletion of the co-solvent molecules in the interface leading to their deficiency in the vicinity of the protein, and excess of water over the bulk solvent composition. The excess amount of the ith component per unit area of surface is given by the Gibbs Adsorbtion Isotherm w50x respectively, the molality of protein, molality of co-solvent, chemical potential of co-solvent, activity of co-solvent, surface tension, molar surface area of the protein, temperature, pressure and gas constant. Assuming that the protein-solvent interface is chemically inert, the exclusion of water by perturbation of the surface free energy can be calculated as:
Here, surface tension in the superscript indicates that the binding parameter has been calculated from surface tension measurements and hence the values of (≠m y≠m ) represent only a relative
picture. According to Eq. (9), the compounds that lead to a positive increase in the surface tension of water with an increasing concentration of the co-solvent, should give a negative binding parameter (≠m y≠m ) and hence lead to the pref- TFE at pH 2.4 both the parameters were calculated and it was found that in the native state the number of molecules in relative excess of water near the protein is 285 and after denaturation, the relative change to the number of TFE molecules is 3.2 mol of TFEymol of protein. The positive values of DG (Fig. 2a) suggest that the TFE molecules 23 interact more with the denatured state. A molecular dynamic study of TFE as a cosolvent on the stability of three different secondary structureforming peptides has been reported w51x. The simulations suggest that the stabilizing effect of TFE is induced by the preferential aggregation of TFE molecules around the peptides. Fig. 3b represents the drop in transition temperature of the homologous proteins hen egg-white a-lactalbumin have been taken from earlier measurements in our laboratory w26x.) The abscissa represents molality in mol kg for y1 DV and Ds, and concentration in mol dm for Dt .
y3 1y2 lysozyme and a-lactalbumin w26x in the presence of TFE as a function of the fall in the surface tension of water at 298.15 K. It shows a nonlinear and non-overlapping correlation. The effect of variation of the molality of TFE on apparent molar volume, surface tension, and transition temperature of lysozyme and a-lactalbumin w26x are compared in Fig. 4 . The plot of DV is parallel to f the molality axis indicating that the solute-solute interaction does not have correlations with its effect on the TFE-protein interaction. The values of C for aqueous TFE also do not change
appreciably upto a molality of 1.57806 mol kg y1 beyond which there is a fall due to aggregation of the alcohol. However, this aggregation of the alcohol does not lead to any abrupt change in the thermal destabilization of the protein that follows a uniform non-linear trend with increasing concentration of the alcohol (Fig. 4) . The results obtained in this study show that TFE leads to a considerable decrease in the surface tension of water. This fall in the surface tension correlates well with the decrease in the thermal stability of the proteins (Fig. 4) . The comparison of the data on the thermal denaturation of hen egg-white lysozyme and alactalbumin in presence of TFE indicate that TFE is more effective destabilizer of the native structure of a-lactalbumin than egg-white lysozyme. This is due to the looser structure of a-lactalbumin than lysozyme. Fig. 3b and Fig. 4 suggest that the surface tension appears to be a major force in governing the lysozyme-TFE interaction leading to the destabilization of the protein molecule. Two operative forces have been considered to be contributing to the increased thermal stability in a solvent of high surface energy: (i) an increased energy required for cavity formation, w52x and (ii) preferential hydration of the protein w53x. The decreased surface tension of water in the presence of TFE leads to a preferential exclusion of water molecules from the vicinity of protein and destabilizing the protein by disrupting the stabilizing interaction that protein had with the surrounding water.
Hydrophobic interactions are dominant in determining the stability in proteins hence their disruption destabilizes the compact native state, favoring the extended non-compact state. From light scattering measurements it has been reported that globular proteins increase in size upon unfolding w54x. As the surface energy of the surrounding solvent is decreased in the presence of TFE, the energy required to form the cavity to accommodate the non-native state is also less. Thus, the net free energy of stabilization or destabilization depends upon the free energy of cavity formation in a solvent of given surface free energy and the free energy contribution from protein-solvent interactions:
cavitation solvation
Since TFE is observed to be a strong denaturant of lysozyme, both the surface tension and preferential interaction of the alcohol play a dominant role in this case.
Although surface tension is measured at a flat homogeneous air-water interface, the protein surface is neither flat nor chemically homogeneous. The protein surface that the solvent will experience will have sections varying in polarity, hydrophobicity and electric charges. The co-solute molecules may have preference for a particular loci on the surface and this may lead to binding. Hence binding of TFE to the side chain of the protein, even if weak, may be present as the molecule has a hydrophobic CF part and a ploar -OH group.
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The non-overlapping nature of the variation of the surface tension and the transition temperature, though in the same direction (Fig. 3b and Fig. 4) indicates involvement of other factors apart from surface tension effect, like binding in the TFEprotein interaction. Though our present study do not probe into the probable binding phenomena.
Mode of interaction of TFE
Our work shows that after the addition of TFE to the protein solution, the TFE molecule replaces water from the surrounding of the protein, thereby interacting with the amino acid residues and peptide bonds in the protein as explained earlier by the overlap of their hydration co-spheres and positive DG values. As in the denatured state the 23 amino acid residues and peptide groups are more exposed to the solvent, hence the denatured state preferentially interacts with TFE molecules causing a shift in the N|D equilibrium to right as reflected by the decrease in transition temperature of the protein. The decreased surface energy required for cavity formation facilitates the process.
Two classes of mechanisms have been reported in literature. One is the direct binding of TFE molecules to the protein. In a study with five peptide homologues, it was proposed that TFE preferentially associates with the helical conformer, replacing the water molecules w15x. Study with ethanol and lysozyme has been reported in which the ethanol molecules replace water molecules in lysozyme, w55x but TFE being much larger in size than ethanol, it may not be logical to extrapolate the finding to TFE. Rajan and Balaram w16x also proposed the hypothesis for direct interaction of TFE with proteins. Accordingly, the fluorocarbon terminus of TFE should interact favorably with the hydrophobic side chains whereas the hydroxy terminus should interact with the amide carbonyls. Another direct mechanism involves selective stabilization of intramolecular hydrogen bonds by TFE w17x. The molecular dynamic study done by Roccatano et al. w51x have also suggested that the coating of TFE molecules displace water, thereby removing alternative hydrogen-bonding partners and providing a low dielectric environment that favors the formation of intrapeptide hydrogen bonds. A recent study on the system TFE and a tetradecapeptide Bombesin by NOE measurements show a complete surface covering of the molecule by TFE along with clustering of TFE molecule around the peptide w19x.
The second proposal is the interaction through solvent mediated effect: in the mole fraction range of 0-0.15, the addition of TFE to water makes the solvent environment less polar and hence the capacity of water to interact and stabilize amide functionality is impaired. Accordingly, the addition of TFE must disfavor any conformation that bears solvent exposed amide functions and hence TFE must favor compact states that have internally hydrogen bonded or solvent sequestered amide functions. Hence, it was proposed that TFE increases helicity by selectively raising the energy of solvent exposed amide functionality in the coil state w14x. Another model for indirect mechanism was reported w20x in which the random coil was chosen as the most solvated state and hence most perturbed by the addition of cosolvent. The helix formation is impeded by the entropic cost of assembling the aqueous solvent shell around the helix in pure water, addition of TFE thus favors the helix as dDSydwTFEx)0. According to Jackson and Mantsch w56x, the ability of halogen alcohols to induce helices is primarily due to the properties of the solvent. The high dipole moment of these alcohols disrupts the hydrogen-bonding scheme within the protein and the low dielectric constant induces helix formation.
Our work shows that the mechanism of TFEprotein interaction includes a combination of both solvent mediated effect and direct interaction.
